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Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

It’s another installment in the biggest series there is for
TNA, this time from two years ago. The main event is Sting vs.
Joe for the title. We’re 9 days away from the debut of the
Main Event Mafia so things are kind of in flux at this point.
Other than that there is some decent stuff here, including
Jarrett vs. Angle. I guess some things never change. This is
an ok looking card on paper. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about Chicago and the gangster theme they
have tonight. The basic idea of the Mafia is there but they
haven’t officially been made yet.

Steel Asylum

The winner gets a title shot later. There are ten men in this:
Jay Lethal, Sonjay Dutt, Chris Sabin, Alex Shelley, Curry Man,
Shark Boy, Super Eric, Petey Williams, Johnny Devine and Jimmy
Rave. This is during the Prince Justice Brotherhood mini-era
so I wouldn’t expect anything of quality. You have to climb to
the top to escape. The winner gets an X Title shot later on at
some undesignated date.

Naturally with 10 guys in there it’s almost impossible to keep
track of what is going on. This turns into a mini-handicap
match between the Guns and the Prince Justice Brotherhood and
given that Eric is the best of the three characters, this is
more  or  less  one  sided.  Now  we  get  a  ton  of  running
clotheslines,  as  in  like  15,  on  various  people.
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The Guns get a triple suplex on the Brotherhood which at least
makes sense from a friendship perspective. This is also during
the Lethal/Dutt feud which means we get some shots of Val at
her absolute hottest which is saying a lot. This is the living
definition of a spot fest as there is no story or anything
which is because there are WAY TOO MANY PEOPLE.

This match would work with like 5 people in it. That would
work very well but it’s TNA so let’s just double everything
because that’s not going to hurt a thing right? There’s a
referee on top also which works to an extent but at the same
time it makes me think “really?” Everyone busts out finishers
as we crank it up a bit.

The Guns take over almost completely and I think they’re heels
at this point. Sliced Bread is countered into the Destroyer
from Williams. Double Stunner from Shark Boy (Stone Cold that
is)  on  Sabin  and  Williams  as  we  bust  out  more  finishers
including a botched Divine Intervention (over the shoulder
Piledriver)  on  Rave.  Curry  Man  shows  off  some  surprising
strength with a gorilla press on Dutt where he throws him into
the corner.

He goes up but Lethal and Dutt make the save. In a cool
looking spot, Lethal and Dutt hang upside down just by their
ankles and slug it out. Translation: Lethal beats the heck out
of him but you get the concept. Lethal climbs out on his own
to end it as apparently everyone else is taking a nap.

Rating: C+. These matches are hard to grade because there’s
really no form of flow or stories to them. The best you can do
is grade the spots and the ending and in this match both of
those were pretty good so this is an ok grade. It’s not a
great match or anything really close to it due to the WAY too
high amount of people in it, but what can you do about that I
guess? Decent match and decent opener though.

We run down the card. Can someone explain this to me? Why do



we need to waste time on this?

We go to Cornette’s office where he’s WAY too happy about it
being Bound For Glory. Foley, who is brand new here comes in
and Cornette tries to get him to come to Impact when they’re
live in Vegas. The Beautiful People come in to complain about
M&Ms. This is funny stuff with Foley vs. them.

Recap of Beautiful People vs. the three random people they’re
fighting.

ODB/Rhaka Khan/Rhyno vs. Beautiful People/Cute Kip

Traci Brooks is referee here and comes out to a cover of Rag
Doll by Aerosmith. Just Skye and Love at this point. This is a
Bimbo Brawl apparently. You know because 6 person tag is just
too hard to say I guess. Kip gets in the face of a Detroit
Tiger who is in Chicago just because I guess. ODB and Velvet
start us off.

West tries to convince us that Rhyno and Kip are very similar
physically. And people wonder why he was replaced. Genders can
intertwine  here  apparently.  Basically  the  Beautiful  People
keep trying to get various shots in, none of which work.
Everyone keeps hiding from Khan other than Kip. Both of them
go  for  chokeslams.  She  grabs  his  balls  as  this  is  going
absolutely nowhere.

Khan is really bad in the ring to put it mildly. Why does ODB
think she’s hot? Makeup box to ODB’s head sends her to the
floor.  ODB  spanks  herself  to  get  fired  up  for…a  tag.
Thankfully the guys come in as the girls just aren’t that good
at this point. Fameasser is blocked as Rhyno just stands up
and Gores Kip to end it.

Rating: F+. And that’s only for Velvet. This was just boring
as all goodness with six minutes of the girls doing nothing,
leaving Rhyno as the best person in there. Let that sink in
for a bit. Just a bad match that never did anything at all of



note. At least it was short I guess.

Consequences Creed says Bashir needs to leave if he hates
America so much.

X–Division Title: Consequence Creed vs. Sheik Abdul Bashir

We spend like a minute introducing some army sergeant after
Bashir is introduced. I get that these people are cool, but
why does TNA insist on giving them lots of camera time so
often? It’s cool that he’s here, but did he need a full
entrance to be the ring announcers for Creed? Creed is billed
as  the  great  American  challengers  I  guess.  He  looks  like
Apollo Creed from Rocky if that means anything.

Tenay gets way too excited for America here, especially when
Bashir is from Minnesota. Brawling on the floor now which gets
Sheik two in the ring. The fans do the standard xenophobic
chant. Basic match here for the most part. I don’t know if
it’s the online video I’m watching or what, but the ring looks
huge. Sleeper goes on and Creed is in trouble. Since this is
after 1987 though and not a Ziggler match, the hold doesn’t
work.

Creed makes his comeback and hits a few moves for two. He hits
a jaw breaker and nips up before heading to the top. It takes
too long though and the crotch is bruised. A top rope rana
gets two and then Bashir gets a rollup and grabs the rope for
the pin. Are you kidding me???

Rating:  D.  Nothing  that  special  here  but  the  ending  just
completely ends any chance this had of being a good match. You
build this dude up as awesome and have the whole army thing
going on, and then he loses at the biggest show of the year?
Eric Young would win the title two months later. For the life
of me I do not get the booking idea here. Do we really need to
have  the  evil  foreigner  keep  the  belt  here?  I  mean
dude….REALLY?



Foley is with JB, telling his some story about the Cell match.
And here are Saed and Kong to see Cornette. Apparently Foley
is in charge. The Rock is referenced somehow and this is kind
of pointless. Foley suggests a visit from Yerple The Clown,
who he calls. I love Foley.

We recap the Knockouts Title match, of which there isn’t much
of a story at all. There are two challengers for Taylor Wilde
and that’s it.

Knockouts Title: Taylor Wilde vs. Awesome Kong vs. Roxxi

Roxxi is in these ugly red plad pants. She would get much
better looking with a bit more hair and as a blonde. She and
Taylor take out Kong and then go at it themselves. A rollup on
Kong gets two for Taylor but Roxxi saves. She then gets her
head knocked off by Kong. This isn’t much here but they’re
moving out there. These Press off the top gets two for Roxxi.

Kong gets a cross body on Roxxi and gets crushed. Implant
Buster gets two as Taylor makes the save. Both small girls are
down and Kong goes up top. Taylor kicks her off and after a
brief scuffle a German suplex gets the pin to retain for
Taylor.

Rating: D. Total Impact match here with like five minutes of
stuff here and nothing of note. Taylor should have probably
defended one on one with Kong here but that’s neither here nor
there I guess. The Beautiful People would rise up as the new
contenders  soon  enough  but  this  wasn’t  much  at  all.  Weak
match.

AJ comes in to talk to Foley and welcomes him. The Dudleys
come in and run down AJ for no apparent reason other than
they’re jerks. There are a bunch of masks on the wall for some
reason. Bubba is in Foley’s flannel shirt so he gets jokes
from Foley. And of course we get ECW and WWE references. Foley
gets  on  them  for  constantly  talking  about  winning  20  tag
titles. Cornette gets back and says nothing of note.



Tag Titles: Matt Morgan/Abyss vs. Beer Money vs. Team 3D vs.
LAX

This is Monster’s Ball and Beer Money have the belts. Steve
McMichael of all people is the guest referee. He looks OLD
too. The intros here are freaking ridiculous. Basically this
is a four way street fight/hardcore match but I’m not sure if
the pins have to be in the ring or not. WAY too many people in
the ring here.

You know at this point, is Mongo the most successful singles
wrestler in there? Ah that’s right Abyss is a former world
champion. Not that we’re ever told that anymore or anything
though. Bunch of high spots including a tope con hilo from
Homicide. We break out the weapons and its really nothing
special at all. Homicide has a fork for no apparent reason and
stabs D-Von’s head with it.

Abyss is on his anti-weapons thing here. Cheese grater comes
out as I feel like I’m on Emeril or something. That doesn’t
sound  bad  actually  as  I’m  a  bit  hungry.  Bubba  suplexes
Hernandez  from  the  middle  rope  and  the  fans  want  tables.
Blockbuster by Roode which makes me smile a bit. Total weapons
thing starts up here as Mongo steals the tacks from Storm.

Mongo is FAT. We get a football sequence complete with helmet
and football and Beer Money goes down of course. Morgan does a
big dive to the floor to take out a bunch of people. This is
such a huge mess. Johnny Devine comes out and pops Abyss with
a kendo stick a few times. Table and lighter fluid are brought
in on the stage. Abyss goes through it off a double chokeslam
from the Dudleys.

Homicide in control now. I’ve never seen this ring genius or
whatever that he’s supposed to be. Sweet goodness Mongo counts
slow. Sit out powerbomb by Hernandez gets two. Elevated Gringo
Cutter gets two due to Jackie getting the save. Apparently the
Dudleys and Morgan have like died or something. Ah there’s



Morgan. Border Toss to Morgan as Bubba brings in a table.

Supermex  makes  the  save  for  Homicide  though  as  this  is
probably getting close to the end. Mongo helps lay out the
tacks on the table and Hernandez hits a 3D on the table on the
tacks but Beer Money runs in to steal the pin.

Rating: B-. It certainly was violent, but it was just a big
long weapons match. This is the longest match of the night,
getting over twenty minutes. Mongo hurt this a lot as he
counted so slowly that it appeared that he was shortchanging
everyone with the cadence of his counts. This was pretty good
but at the same time it was nothing we hadn’t seen before.
Also having 8 guys out there was just too much. Still fun
though.

Recap of Booker vs. Christian vs. AJ. This is about respect
apparently and is more or less the groundwork for the rise of
the Mafia.

Booker T vs. Christian Cage vs. AJ Styles

This is a three way WAR apparently. Booker and AJ start while
Christian just kind of lets them. That’s rather smart. AJ
takes care of this by setting for the forearm but in a perfect
movement, backflips into a moonsault instead. If he hadn’t
floated over Christian and more or less crashed it would have
been even better. Booker vs. Christian now after a briefcase
shot from Booker. On Impact he would reveal the Legends Title
inside the case.

Booker misses a clothesline and kind of falls down, allowing
Christian to hit/walk into a double clothesline. AJ pops up
again and hits the springboard forearm to Booker. He gets to
show off here with an insane move as he leapfrogs Booker and
while in the air backflips over Christian so Christian and
Booker  collide.  All  Styles  here  as  he’s  just  completely
awesome at this point.



Axe kick misses and AJ gets a cross armbreaker of all things.
I’ve never seen him use that before. Book End gets two. And
now, we break dance. Christian hits the jumping elbow from the
middle rope (called a forearm by the genius known as Tenay).
AJ backflips out of a suplex and in one motion hits a Pele on
Booker. He’s absolutely stealing the show here.

Tower of Doom is blocked but AJ misses Spiral Tap. Everyone is
down and we go to the corner now off a slingshot. We set up
another Tower of Doom spot but AJ fights out of it. He gets
caught in a slightly modified Unprettier off the middle rope.
Top rope axe kick ends Christian though as Booker gets the
pin.

Rating:  B-.  AJ  absolutely  stole  the  show  here,  blowing
everyone away with his insane spots and moving out there. The
problem here again became that we had to have people lay
around again and the triple man spots didn’t work that well.
Still though they kept this moving well enough that it came
off rather well. AJ again was the best thing here though.

We recap Jarrett vs. Angle. It’s more or less the same feud
but Angle doesn’t like Foley being called a huge acquisition.
Foley is the enforcer here which means he stands outside and
does nothing of note until the very end.

Kurt is with Lauren (good night she’s gorgeous) and says this
isn’t one on one.

Jeff  breaks  down  in  tears  to  talk  about  what  he’s  going
through at the moment. There is WAY too much emphasis on his
daughters here.

Jeff Jarrett vs. Kurt Angle

This is Jeff’s first match in two years and we’re told about
his little girls every 9 seconds of course. Angle flips Foley
off almost immediately. He’s on the floor for the majority of
this  match  as  he’s  just  an  enforcer.  Who  he’s  enforcing



against or what he’s enforcing are anyone’s guess but that’s a
constant question in wrestling. Big THANK YOU JEFF chant.

Feeling out process to start as Angle tries to embarrass Jeff.
I think 2005 did that about as well as possible Kurt. Angle
dominates on the mat of course which is what I think everyone
expected. He hits a European Uppercut in the corner which is
called a German by West because he’s a stupid man. Jarrett
hits a pescado to take Angle down on the floor.

Spending a lot of time on the mat here which is probably an
attempt to balance out the lack of cardio that Jeff likely
has. We get some dueling chants as Jeff fights out of a
chinlock. Someone needs to win with one of those once just for
the pure shock value of it. Angle’s shoulder hits the post and
Jarrett is too spent to do anything about it.

Jarrett starts a comeback but can’t finish him. He goes for a
middle rope suplex but Angle blocks and tries a belly to belly
to the floor. Since that would more or less kill Jarrett,
Angle gets a top rope suplex instead. A nice counter sets up
the  figure  four  and  Angle  is  in  trouble.  Foley  has  done
absolutely nothing in the nearly fifteen minutes we’ve been
going so far.

Rolling Germans have Jarret in trouble. Ankle Lock is on and
Jeff is about to tap. Angle Slam gets two and a moonsault
misses. According to Tenay the figure four is the reason the
moonsault missed. I’m pretty sure it was actually Jeff rolling
out of the way but what do I know? Stroke gets two but the
referee is out so Foley counts two.

Kurt goes to get a chair and Foley says no way. Yes let’s tell
one of the most intense men in the history of the sport that
hates your guts not to use a chair he has in his hands. Foley
gets his skull caved in for the 150th time which he should get
a set of steak knives for I think. Chair to Jarrett gets two
as Foley stops it. Socko to Kurt and a guitar shot ends it



with Foley making the count.

Rating: B. Solid for the most part here and considering that
it was Jeff’s first match in so long, this was pretty good.
Foley didn’t need to be there like at all but it fit in with
the story so I can live with that. Tenay SHOUTS at Jeff’s kids
in Nashville that they all love them and this was for you. WOW
yeah that wasn’t overkill at all Mikey.

Recap of Sting vs. Joe which is about Sting being the old
guard and Joe not respecting him. Announcer: Sting paved the
way for men like Joe. Sting: I paved the way for you Joe! This
was actually well set up for the Mafia angle.

We get a video about Sting as he’s on the way to the ring. The
tale of the tape thing listed him as 6’3 and this lists him as
6’2. Little things like those are what makes us say TNA is a
stupid looking company. I know it’s not a big deal, but it’s
something that shouldn’t have been screwed up. It makes them
look sloppy which is not good at all.

Video on Joe says nothing of note. He’s the heel by default
here.

TNA World Title: Sting vs. Samoa Joe

We get their weights for the third time in four minutes in the
big match intros. Also I love that JB says standing in the
corner to my left when he’s pacing from corner to corner. Joe
is ready to go. Joe puts him on the floor seconds into this
with a backdrop. Suicide dive with the elbow and Sting is in
trouble early.

We’re out into the crowd and it’s more or less even. They go
up near the top of the arena as it’s nothing but punches and
chops so far. Joe gets a running start from a luxury box and
jumps over the guard rail with a dropkick and crashes on the
stairs. That was very awesome. The fat apparently kept his
back safe though as we head back to the ring. No rematches no



matter what apparently either.

They’ve been in the stands for like four minutes out of the
six this has been going on. They were in the ring about 5
seconds literally. Sting with a cross body off the hockey
boards to take Joe out which was cool looking too. Joe is
bleeding from the nose and it might be broken. Sting gets the
little Stingers crotched on the boards and an Ole Kick puts
him down. You don’t kick a guy when his balls are in need of
repair! It’s got to be illegal in some way.

FINALLY we go back to the ring and, get ready for it, WE GO
INSIDE IT! This has been going like 8 minutes and we’ve been
in the ring all of 15 seconds. Not a fan of that style more
often than not. The fans are behind Joe now as I guess the TNA
crowd thing is like a virus. Muscle Buster is blocked by a
freaking jumping tornado DDT out of the corner and a Frog
Splash for Sting gets two. I haven’t seen him use that in
YEARS.

Joe gets a powerbomb into an STF as they’re moving very fast
out there. Off into a crossface as he channels his inner
Benoit.  Ok  make  that  the  Rings  of  Saturn.  This  is  like
something out of a video game. Sting steals the Muscle Buster
which Joe no sells completely. Wait why? It’s not like it’s a
move you can learn the block for. You get dropped on your head
which isn’t something you pop up from.

Sting matches the idiocy by popping up after a Scorpion Death
Drop. See, it’s not like they even got covers. Both guys were
up before the other one. If either of those moves end the
match then the grade is dropping BIG time. You don’t no sell
getting dropped on your freaking head! Joe getting booed a bit
now as this really is a split crowd.

Joe has a thing going on at this point where he would win by
TKO or knockout since he would beat the people and the referee
would count them out which is how he beat Booker at Victory



Road. He gets to 8 here on Sting but keeps pounding on him.
And here’s Kevin Nash. Well of course he’s here. It’s a major
match so we have to have more old people in it.

Sting goes for the bat but Nash steals it from him. He had
been the mentor to Joe for like ever so it fits to have him
out there. Again though, just because it fits doesn’t mean
that it’s a good idea. Referee jumps out of the way of Sting
so Nash pops him with the bat. Scorpion Death Drop ends this.

Rating: C. Not bad here but it didn’t really feel like a mega
match. It was barely discussed all night which kind of made it
feel  less  important.  There  was  far  more  emphasis  on  the
Jarrett/Angle match which I think is something I complained
about when I watched this live. Sting winning set up the Mafia
angle even more so for once this was a good idea. TNA tends to
like setting up groups after their big PPV and this is no
exception. Decent match.

Overall Rating: B-. This show was ok. It’s nothing great but
there was nothing too terribly bad. It’s not a classic and it
didn’t really feel like the biggest show of the year, but
there’s enough stuff here to make it better than average. The
Angle/Jarrett match was built up too highly I think and it
overshadowed the main event, but then again it’s a better
match.  This  worked  and  it  set  the  stage  for  the  Mafia’s
dominance so yeah I’d think this was good for a major show.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


